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This is a complicated story, 
but here’s a clue for clarity: 
kraft slides are keepers



How to get a data set:  
#valuegraphics 
@IncDavidAllison



Two dirty-little-secrets
Finding a solution for both
How it’s better for us all

1.
2.
3.



In the beginning the 
passage of time was 
everything 



Age defined our roles: 
survival of the species 
was at stake



Ritualized rules for every 
age continued throughout 
the millennia



We still have age-based 
rules and rituals 



18-24 25-36
37-45 46-55
56-70 70+



X Y Z  Millennials. 
Boomers. Perennials. 
Xennials. Zoomers.



But nobody acts their 
age anymore



Except around the 
ceremonial
boardroom table



There are two “dirty 
little secrets” of our age 
that we must confront



Dirty little secret 1:
ageism is rampant and 
sanctioned



Dr. Butler called it ageism for 
the old, but today, ironically, 
it doesn’t discriminate 



Ageism is more than 
annoying media: it 
creates our reality



We are ageist with each 
other, and worse, we are 
ageist with ourselves



Dirty little secret 2:
we all know that ageist 
profiling doesn’t work 



Convince 100 Boomers 
to donate $1,000 
to one cause



Convince 100 Millennials 
to choose a free 
vacation destination



Ageist profiles are like 
those big black eyeglass 
frames without lenses...   



They might make you look 
smart, but they don’t 
actually do anything.    



What could we use 
instead of age, something 
that really works?  



Mercifully, we are living 
through a renaissance 
of values



Because what we value 
motivates us most 



Three friends 
in an alley at midnight



Could we use shared 
values instead of 
ageist profiles? 



We compiled 340 questions. 
About what we value, want, 
need, and expect. 



We have 60,000 
surveys. The data took 
18 months to analyze.  



We’ve compiled six 
times more data than 
a PhD thesis requires



We call it Valuegraphics. 
It’s the missing link of 
modern marketing.



Demographics - describe
Psychographics - record
Valuegraphics - predict



Valuegraphic data 
analysis revealed two 
incredible things



First, we finally have 
statistical proof that 
the age of age is over 



Boomers agree 13%
Gen X agrees 11%
Millennials agree 15%



Second, we have proof that 
values create incredible 
alignment around all things



The top ten 
valuegraphic profiles 
agree 76-89%



Boomers at 13% 
vs. the House of 
Creativity at 82%



Gen X at 11% vs. 
the Technology 
Fellowship at 81%



Millennials at 15% 
vs. the Adventure 
Club at 89%



Royal Order of the 
Overdrawn agree 
76% on everything



The League of 
Workaholics agree 
80% of the time



The Savers Society 
are on the same 
page 76%



The Loyalists 
Lodge are aligned 
on all things 83% 



The 
Anti-Materialists 
act the same 85% 



The Environmental 
Assembly concur 
82% on all things



The Home Hunters 
Union walks the 
same walk 85% 



Two views of the 
Valuegraphic 
Database in action







Five ways Valuegraphics 
are a better business 
tool than ageist profiles



1
Valuegraphics motivate 
more people more often



2
Valuegraphics multiply 
budget effectiveness 



3
Valuegraphics mitigate 
creative decision risk 
and….



4
Valuegraphics encourage 
creative risk-taking a.k.a. 
innovation



5
Valuegraphics replace 
divisiveness with data



Three steps anyone can use 
to make their business and 
the world a better place  



1 
Define your 
target market



2
Discover what they 
value most



3
Use valuegraphic vision 
for everything always



Even just swap ageist 
generalizations with 
values-based hunches...



...and we can fill those fake 
eyeglass frames with real 
lenses, one at a time 



One valuegraphic 
profile: a simple but 
powerful archetype 



The Home Hunters 
Union, aka The 
Unsettled 37/85



Eight Valuegraphic 
Truths



Think they are at least 
somewhat likely to move 
in the next two years 



Highly value their 
ability to meet basic 
needs



Rank the experiential 
over the material



Their highest priority 
is family



Are apolitical: half 
have never voted



Likely to frequently 
feel insecure, 
anxious, unsure



Big sports fans



Attracted to 
unconventional living 
and features



Use those eight 
valuegraphic truths for 
everything always



What we value 
motivates us most



We are all 
the same age now



Dataset?
#valuegraphics
@IncDavidAllison
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